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Abstract

The notions of mod q cohomology and Tate–Farrell–Vogel cohomology of groups are intro-
duced, where q is a positive integer. The 9rst and the second mod q cohomology groups are
described in terms of torsors and extensions respectively. The mod q cohomology of groups
is expressed as cotriple cohomology. The reduction of mod q Tate–Farrell–Vogel cohomology
theory to the case q=pm with p a prime is shown. For 9nite groups with periodic cohomology
the periodicity of mod q Tate cohomology is proved.
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0. Introduction and summary

During the last 20 years, many important works appeared investigating the mod q
versions of algebraic and topological topics.

For instance Neisendorfer [20] studied a homotopy theory with Z=q coeCcients
(primary homotopy theory) having important applications to K-theory and homotopy
theory.
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Browder [3] de9ned and investigated a mod q algebraic K-theory called the algebraic
K-theory with Z=q coeCcients.

Suslin and Voevodsky [22] calculated the mod 2 algebraic K-theory of the integers
as a result of Voevodsky’s solution of the Milnor conjecture [25].

Conduch,e and Rodriguez-Fern,andez [8] introduced and studied non-abelian tensor
and exterior products modulo q of crossed modules (see also [6,9]) having properties
similar to the Brown–Loday non-abelian tensor product of crossed modules [7].

Karoubi and Lambre [17] introduced the mod q Hochschild homology as the homol-
ogy of the mapping cone of the morphism given by the q multiplication on the standard
Hochschild complex. Then they constructed the Dennis trace map from mod q algebraic
K-theory to mod q Hochschild homology and found an unexpected relationship with
number theory.

N. Inassaridze [16] pursuing investigations of non-abelian mod q tensor products
found applications to mod q algebraic K-theory and homology of groups. The study of
non-abelian left derived functors [14] of the mod q tensor product of groups inspired
the de9nition of the mod q homology of a group G with coeCcients in a G-module A:

Hn(G; A;Z=q) = TorZ[G]
n (Z=q; A); n¿ 0:

This mod q group homology is also the homology of the mapping cone of the q multi-
plication on the standard homological complex as in the case of the mod q Hochschild
homology [17].

The aim of this paper is to give and investigate a cohomological version of the mod q
homology theory of groups and to unify both theories into a mod q Tate–Farrell–Vogel
cohomology of groups.

The article is organised as follows. In Section 1, given a chain complex, we provide
the de9nition of its mod q homology and �-cohomology (De9nition 1.1). We prove
the Universal CoeCcient Formulas (Proposition 1.2 and Corollary 1.3) and show that
mod q (co)homology of chain complexes reduce to the case q=pm with p a prime by
showing that, the groups H∗(C∗;Z=q) and H∗

�(C∗;Z=q) are canonically isomorphic to
the products H∗(C∗;Z=r) × H∗(C∗;Z=s) and H∗

�(C∗;Z=r) × H∗
�(C∗;Z=s), respectively,

for q= rs, r and s relatively prime (Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6).
We begin Section 2 by introducing our de9nition of the mod q cohomology

H∗(G; A;Z=q) (De9nition 2.1). Given a group G we introduce the notion of a (G; q)-
torsor over a G-module A (De9nition 2.8) and describe the 9rst mod q cohomology
group in terms of (G; q)-torsors over A (Theorem 2.9). Using our notions of pointed
q-extension and q-extension (De9nitions 2.10 and 2.13) we describe the second mod q
cohomology of groups (Theorems 2.11 and 2.15).

In Section 3, we express the mod q cohomology of groups in terms of cotriple
derived functors of the kernels of higher dimensions of the mapping cone of the q
multiplication on the standard cohomological complex (Theorem 3.1).

In Section 4, we give an account of Vogel cohomology theory [26]. Goichot [11]
gave a detailed exposition of Vogel’s homology theory and its relations to Tate and
Farrell theories. We shall give here the cohomological approach (see also [27, Section
5]). At least, in the case of 9nite groups it is the same but the point of view is slightly
diKerent.
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In Section 5, the mod q Tate–Farrell–Vogel cohomology of groups is introduced
(De9nition 5.1). Finally, we show how periodicity properties of 9nite periodic groups
extend to mod q Tate cohomology (Theorem 5.8) and give a property of cohomogically
trivial G-modules for G a p-group (Theorem 5.12).

Notations and conventions: A ring R is always associative and unitary; an R-module
A is a left R-module. DR is the category of (unbounded) complexes of projective
R-modules and CR is the category of complexes of R-modules. Considering a group
G, and given two G-modules A and A′ we write HomG(A; A′) for HomZ[G](A; A′). We
mean q as a positive integer and its product on any module A is represented by qA
and A=q= A=qA. We denote by IG the augmentation ideal of Z[G]. The groups Z and
Z=q are trivial G-modules. We mean the group H−1(G; A) trivial.

1. Mod q homology and cohomology of chain complexes

In this section, we suppose given a contravariant functor � :DR → CZ. We introduce
the mod q homology and �-cohomology of a complex over R, show the universal
coeCcient theorem in both cases and show they reduce to the case q = pm with p a
prime.

Given an object of the category DR

C∗ ≡ · · · → Cn+1
@n+1→Cn

@n→Cn−1
@n−1→ · · · ; n∈Z;

the product by q de9nes a morphism ×q :C∗ → C∗ of chain complexes and the mapping
cone of this morphism

· · · → Cn+1 ⊕ Cn
@̃n+1→Cn ⊕ Cn−1

@̃n→Cn−1 ⊕ Cn−2
@̃n−1→ · · · ;

@̃n(xn; xn−1) = (@n(xn) + qxn−1;−@n−1(xn−1)), denoted by Mc(C∗; q)∗.

De�nition 1.1. For n∈Z

(i) the mod q homology of the complex C∗ is given by

Hn(C∗;Z=q) := Hn(Mc(C∗; q)∗);

(ii) the �-cohomology of C∗ is given by

Hn
�(C∗) := H−n(�(C∗))

and the mod q �-cohomology of C∗ is given by

Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) := H−n+1(�(C∗);Z=q) = H−n+1(Mc(�(C∗); q)∗):

Proposition 1.2 (Universal CoeCcient Formula for mod q homology). Given C∗ ∈DR

we have an exact sequence

0 → Hn(C∗) ⊗ Z=q → Hn(C∗;Z=q) → Tor(Hn−1(C∗);Z=q) → 0; n∈Z:
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Proof (It is essentially [16, Proposition 3.5]). The mapping cone gives rise to an exact
homology sequence

· · · → Hn(C∗)
×q→Hn(C∗) → Hn(C∗;Z=q) → Hn−1(C∗)

×q→Hn−1(C∗) → · · · :
Now the product by q in a module A has cokernel A=qA ∼= A ⊗ Z=q and kernel
Tor(A;Z=q). The exactness of the homology sequence gives the result.

Corollary 1.3 (Universal coeCcient formula for mod q �-cohomology). Given C∗∈DR

we have an exact sequence

0 → Hn−1
� (C∗) ⊗ Z=q → Hn

�(C∗;Z=q) → Tor(Hn
�(C∗);Z=q) → 0; n∈Z:

Remark 1.4. In the examples we shall consider the morphism �(×q) is the product
by q and, up to isomorphism, Mc(�(C∗); q)n+1 = �(Mc(C∗; q))n. This motivates the
index shift in the de9nition of mod q �-cohomology.

Let q= rs, then there are canonical morphisms of chain complexes

�r;∗ : Mc(C∗; q)∗ → Mc(C∗; r)∗ and �s;∗ : Mc(C∗; q)∗ → Mc(C∗; s)∗

given by �r;n(xn; xn−1) = (xn; sxn−1) and �s;n(xn; xn−1) = (xn; rxn−1) for all n∈Z,
respectively. It follows that one gets a canonical homomorphism

�n :Hn(C∗;Z=q) → Hn(C∗;Z=r) × Hn(C∗;Z=s); n∈Z:

Theorem 1.5. If q= rs and the integers r, s are relatively prime, we have a canonical
isomorphism

Hn(C∗;Z=q) ∼= Hn(C∗;Z=r) × Hn(C∗;Z=s)

for all n∈Z.

Proof. The inverse homomorphism to �n, n∈Z, will be constructed. Since r and s are
relatively prime, there exist k; l∈Z such that

kr + ls= 1: (1)

De9ne two morphisms of chain complexes

�r;∗ : Mc(C∗; r)∗ → Mc(C∗; q)∗

and

�s;∗ : Mc(C∗; s)∗ → Mc(C∗; q)∗

by

�r;n(xn; xn−1) = (lsxn; lxn−1) and �s;n(xn; xn−1) = (krxn; kxn−1)
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for n∈Z. These maps are compatible with boundary operators. We check it for �r;∗.
In fact,

@̃n�r;n(xn; xn−1) = @̃n(lsxn; lxn−1) = (ls@n(xn) + lqxn−1;−l@n−1(xn−1))

= �r;n−1(@n(xn) + rxn−1;−@n−1(xn−1)) = �r;n−1@̃n(xn; xn−1):

Therefore, one gets a homomorphism

�n :Hn(C∗;Z=r) × Hn(C∗;Z=s) → Hn(C∗;Z=q); n∈Z;
induced by �r;n and �s;n. It remains to prove that �∗�∗ and �∗�∗ are identity maps.

Let (xn; xn−1) be an nth chain of Mc(C∗; q)∗. Then, using (1), we have

�n�n(xn; xn−1) = �n((xn; sxn−1); (xn; rxn−1))

= (lsxn; lsxn−1) + (krxn; krxn−1) = (xn; xn−1);

thus �∗�∗ = 1.
Let (xn; xn−1) be an nth cycle of Mc(C∗; r)∗, i.e.

@n(xn) + rxn−1 = 0; @n−1(xn−1) = 0: (2)

We have

�n�n(xn; xn−1) = �n(lsxn; lxn−1) = (lsxn; lsxn−1) + (lsxn; lrxn−1):

Whence the equality

(xn; xn−1) − �n�n(xn; xn−1) = (krxn; krxn−1) + (−lsxn;−lrxn−1)

in the R-module Mc(C∗; r)n × Mc(C∗; s)n.
By (2) we get

@̃n+1(0; kxn) = (krxn;−k@n(xn)) = (krxn; krxn−1)

and

@̃n+1(0;−lxn) = (−lsxn; l@n(xn)) = (−lsxn;−lrxn−1):

Therefore

(xn; xn−1) − �n�n(xn; xn−1) = @̃n+1((0; kxn); (0;−lxn)):
Obviously, the same is true for an nth cycle of Mc(C∗; s)∗. Thus �∗�∗ = 1.

Corollary 1.6. Let C∗ ∈DR and q = rs with r and s relatively prime integers. Then
there is a canonical isomorphism

Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) ∼= Hn

�(C∗;Z=r) × Hn
�(C∗;Z=s)

for all n∈Z.

As the product by q is obviously functorial the homotopy properties of �, if any,
induce homotopy properties on the mod q �-cohomology.
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Lemma 1.7. (i) Let C∗ ∈DR, �′ :DR → CZ be a second contravariant functor and
� :� → �′ a natural transformation, such that �(C∗) is a weak equivalence between
�(C∗) and �′(C∗). Then � induces isomorphisms

Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) ∼= Hn

�′(C∗;Z=q)
for all n∈Z.

(ii) Suppose � is a homotopy functor, i.e. homotopic complexes are sent to homo-
topic complexes. Let C∗; C′

∗ ∈DR be homotopic. Then we have isomorphisms

Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) ∼= Hn

�(C
′
∗;Z=q)

for all n∈Z.

Proof. (i) As the mapping cone construction is functorial we have a commutative
diagram with exact rows

Hn−1
� (C∗) −→ Hn−1

� (C∗) −→ Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) −→ Hn

�(C∗) −→ Hn
�(C∗)�

�
�

�
�

Hn−1
�′ (C∗) −→ Hn−1

�′ (C∗) −→ Hn
�′(C∗;Z=q) −→ Hn

�′(C∗) −→ Hn
�′(C∗):

By hypothesis the two vertical maps on the left and the two on the right are isomor-
phisms. The 9ve lemma gives the result.

(ii) It works the same with the diagram
Hn−1
� (C′

∗) −→ Hn−1
� (C′

∗) −→ Hn
�(C

′
∗;Z=q) −→ Hn

�(C
′
∗) −→ Hn

�(C
′
∗)�

�
�

�
�

Hn−1
� (C∗) −→ Hn−1

� (C∗) −→ Hn
�(C∗;Z=q) −→ Hn

�(C∗) −→ Hn
�(C∗):

Example 1.8. Let K∗ ∈CR and � :DR → CZ be de9ned by �(C∗) =Hom(C∗; K∗)∗,
where

Hom(C∗; K∗)n =
∏
i∈Z

HomR(Ci; Ki+n)

with the diKerential O given by

(Of)i(x) = d(fi(x)) + (−1)n+1fi−1(d(x))

for f = (fi)∈Hom(C∗; K∗)n and x∈Ci. Then we write Hn(C∗; K∗) = Hn
�(C∗) and

Hn(C∗; K∗;Z=q) =Hn
�(C∗;Z=q). If the complex K∗ is concentrated in degree 0 we get

with Hn(C∗; K∗) the usual cohomology with coeCcients in K0. If A is an R-module
and K∗ a resolution of A, the morphism K∗ → A de9ned by the map K0 → A induces
an isomorphism

Hn(C∗; K∗;Z=q) → Hn(C∗; A;Z=q)
for all n∈Z by Lemma 1.7(i).

The “internal Hom functor” in the category of chain complexes of R-modules was
9rst studied by Brown [5].
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Lemma 1.9. Let C∗ ∈DR and K∗ ∈CR. We have, for all n∈Z, a canonical isomor-
phism

Hom(Mc(C∗; q)∗; K∗)n ∼= Mc(Hom(C∗; K∗); q)n+1:

Proof. We have

HomR(Mc(C∗; q)i ; Kn+i) = HomR(Ci ⊕ Ci−1; Kn+i)

∼=HomR(Ci; Kn+i) ⊕ HomR(Ci−1; Kn+i);

which gives, taking the product over Z and exchanging the factors in the right side of
the equality,

Hom(Mc(C∗; q)∗; K∗)n ∼=Hom(C∗; K∗)n ⊕Hom(C∗; K∗)n+1

=Mc(Hom(C∗; K∗); q)n+1:

A second example of the functor � will be considered in Section 4. Note that all
results of this section are true when DR is an additive subcategory of CR.

2. Mod q cohomology of groups

In this section, we shall de9ne a mod q cohomology of groups by using De9nition
1.1 and then express it as the Ext∗ functors in the same way as the mod q homology
of groups is expressed as the Tor∗ functors [16]. The 9rst and the second mod q
cohomology of groups will be described in terms of q-torsors and q-extensions of
groups, respectively.

Let G be a group, A a G-module and P∗ → Z a projective G-resolution of Z.
According to Example 1.8, Hom(−; A) is a contravariant functor from DZ[G] to CZ.

De�nition 2.1. The nth mod q cohomology, Hn(G; A;Z=q), of the group G with coef-
9cients in the G-module A is

Hn(G; A;Z=q) := Hn
Hom(−;A)(P∗;Z=q); n¿ 0:

Note that by Lemma 1.7(ii) these cohomology groups are well de9ned and do not
depend on the choice of the projective G-resolution of Z.

The next proposition immediately follows from Corollary 1.3.

Proposition 2.2 (Universal CoeCcient Formula). Let G be a group and A a G-module.
Then there is a short exact sequence of abelian groups

0 → Hn−1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q → Hn(G; A;Z=q) → Tor(Hn(G; A);Z=q) → 0 (3)

for n¿ 0.
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We recall from [16, Proposition 3.2] that, given a projective G-resolution P∗ → Z
of Z and q¿ 0, the morphism Mc(P∗; q)∗ → Z=q de9ned by the composed map
Mc(P∗; q)0 = P0 → Z → Z=q is a projective G-resolution of Z=q. Therefore, applying
Lemma 1.9, we have the following.

Theorem 2.3. Hn(G; A;Z=q) ∼= ExtnZ[G](Z=q; A), n¿ 0.

Let us consider the standard bar resolution of the G-module Z

C∗(G) : · · · → Cn+1
@n+1→ Cn

@n→Cn−1
@n−1→ · · · → C1

@1→C0
�→Z → 0;

where Cn is the free G-module generated by all symbols [x1; : : : ; xn], n¿ 1, xi ∈G, and
C0 is a free G-module generated by only one symbol [ ]. The diKerential is de9ned
by the formula

@[x1| · · · |xn] = x1[x2| · · · |xn] +
n−1∑
i=1

(−1)i[x1| · · · |xixi+1| · · · |xn]

+ (−1)n[x1| · · · |xn−1]

and �[ ] = 1.
According to Theorem 2.3, using also the classical convention converting chain

complexes into cochain complexes, we call Hom(Mc(C∗(G)∗; q); A)∗ the standard
cochain complex for the mod q cohomology of G with coeCcients in A and denote
it by D∗(G; A;Z=q). We denote its cocycles by Z∗(G; A;Z=q) and its coboundaries by
B∗(G; A;Z=q), while Z∗(G; A) and B∗(G; A) denote the cocycles and coboundaries of
the standard cochain complex respectively.

As usual, we identify HomG(Cn; A) with the G-module Set(Gn; A) of maps from
Gn to A for n¿ 1 and with A for n = 0. In the complex D∗(G; A;Z=q) we get, for
(f; g)∈Set(Gn; A) × Set(Gn−1; A)

#̃(f; g) = (#(f); qf − #(g)); (4)

where # is the classical diKerential given by

#(f)(x1; : : : ; xn+1) = x1f(x2; : : : ; xn+1) +
n∑
i=1

(−1)if(x1; : : : ; xixi+1; : : : ; xn+1)

+ (−1)n+1f(x1; : : : ; xn):

In the following example, H∗(G; A;Z=q) is neither isomorphic to H∗(G; A)=q nor to
H∗(G; A=q).

Example 2.4. Let Z be the group of integers and Q=Z the quotient of the group of
rational numbers by Z. Suppose that Z acts trivially on Q=Z. We have, for n¿ 2,
Hn(Z; A) = 0 for any G-module A, especially Q=Z, and H 0(Z;Q=Z) = H 1(Z;Q=Z) =
Q=Z. Since the group Q=Z is divisible, Q=Z ⊗ Z=q = 0. Whence the exact sequence
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(3) gives Hn(Z;Q=Z;Z=q) = 0 for n¿ 2 and one has

H 0(Z;Q=Z;Z=q) = H 1(Z;Q=Z;Z=q) = Z=q:

While, for n¿ 0, Hn(Z; (Q=Z)=q) = 0 and (Hn(Z;Q=Z))=q= 0.

Proposition 2.5. Let G be a group and A a G-module.

(a) If A has exponent q, then

Hn(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Hn(G; A) ⊕ Hn−1(G; A); n¿ 0:

(b) If A is q-torsion-free, then

H 0(G; A;Z=q) = 0 and Hn(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Hn−1(G; A=q); n¿ 1:

Proof. (a) Follows from the triviality of the homomorphism ×q in equality (4).
(b) Obviously H 0(G; A;Z=q) = Tor(H 0(G; A);Z=q) = 0. The short exact sequence

0 → A ×q→A → A=q → 0 (5)

induces a long exact cohomology sequence and we have only to construct the homomor-
phism Hn−1(G; A=q) → Hn(G; A;Z=q), n¿ 1, compatible with the exact cohomology
sequences and then apply the 9ve lemma at each level. Using the short exact sequence
of standard cochain complexes

0 → Hom(C∗; A)∗
×q→Hom(C∗; A)∗ → Hom(C∗; A=q)∗ → 0

induced by the exact sequence (5), for any (n− 1)-cocycle of Hom(C∗; A=q)∗ we 9nd
in a natural way an n-cocycle of Hom(Mc(C∗; q)∗; A)∗. This map of cocyles induces
the required homomorphism Hn−1(G; A=q) → Hn(G; A;Z=q), n¿ 1.

Proposition 2.5 provides a general reason why the mod q cohomology and homology
of groups play a distinguished role especially for G-modules having torsion elements.

A q-derivation from G to A is a pair (f; a) consisting of a derivation f :G → A
and an element a∈A such that qf(x) = xa− a for all x∈G.

Let Der(G; A;Z=q) denote the abelian group of q-derivations from G to A. We write
Der(G; A) for the abelian group of derivation from G to A and PDer(G; A) for the
subset of principal derivations.

Plainly, any pair of the form (fa; qa), with fa the principal derivation from G to
A induced by a∈A, is a q-derivation. We call it a principal q-derivation. The set
PDer(G; A;Z=q) of principal q-derivations is a subgroup of Der(G; A;Z=q).

Clearly, using the identi9cation of HomG(C1; A) with Set(G; A) and of HomG(C0; A)
with A, a pair (f; a)∈D1(G; A;Z=q) is a cocycle if and only if it is a q-derivation.
Furthermore, it is a coboundary if and only if it is a principal q-derivation. Hence, the
identi9cation induces a natural isomorphism

H 1(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Der(G; A;Z=q)=PDer(G; A;Z=q):
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Note that the map PDer(G; A;Z=q) → PDer(G; A) given by (fa; qa) �→ fa, a∈A, is
an isomorphism if and only if H 0(G; A) is a group of exponent q.

Proposition 2.6. The group Der(G; A;Z=q) is isomorphic to the group of pairs (�; a),
where � is an automorphism of the semidirect product AoG inducing identity maps
on A and G, and a is an element of A such that �q is equal to the inner automorphism
�a of AoG induced by a. Moreover, PDer(G; A;Z=q) is isomorphic to the group of
pairs (�a; qa).

Proof. Similar to the classical case.

It is well known [18] that any derivation f can be extended to the abelian group
homomorphism & :Z[G] → A given by &

(∑
i nigi

)
=

∑
i nif(gi) satisfying the con-

dition &(rs) = r&(s) + �(s)&(r) for all r; s∈Z[G]. The restriction of & to IG induces
a G-module homomorphism � : IG → A and one gets the well-known isomorphism

Der(G; A) #→HomG(IG; A) with #(f) = �. Let I(G; q) = Ker �̃ with �̃ :Z[G] → Z=q,
�̃
(∑

i nigi
)
=

[∑
i ni

]
. It is easy to see that an element

∑
i nigi of Z[G] belongs to

I(G; q) if and only if q divides
∑

i ni for q¿ 0.
The set K of elements (f; a)∈Der(G; A;Z=q) for which there exists a G-module

homomorphism � : I(G; q) → A such that �(x) = #(f)(x) for x∈ IG and �(q1) = a, is
a subgroup of Der(G; A;Z=q). Let �a : I(G; q) → A be the G-module homomorphism
given by �a(u)= ua, u∈ I(G; q). Since, for any principal derivation fa and for x∈ IG,
#(fa)(x) = xa, one gets �a(x) = #(fa)(x), x∈ IG and �a(q1) = q1a = qa. Therefore
K ⊇ PDer(G; A;Z=q).

Proposition 2.7. There is a short exact sequence of abelian groups

0 → HomG(I(G; q); A)
’→Der(G; A;Z=q) → Der(G; A;Z=q)=K → 0:

Proof. De9ne the homomorphism ’ by ’(�)= (f; a) for �∈HomG(I(G; q); A), where
#(f) = �|IG and a= �(q1). The pair (f; a) is a q-derivation. Indeed we have q�(x) =
�(xq1)= xa for x∈ IG. Since {q1} ∪ {g− 1 | g∈G} is a generating set of I(G; q) as a
G-module, ’(�)=’(�′) implies �=�′. Clearly, the image of ’ is the subgroup K .

Now the group H 1(G; A;Z=q) will be expressed by torsors. Recall [21] that a princi-
pal homogeneous space over A is a non-empty G-set P with right action (p; a) �→ pa
of A compatible with G-action such that, given p;p′ ∈P, there exists a unique a∈A
such that p′ = pa. We introduce the following notion.

De�nition 2.8. A (G; q)-torsor over a G-module A is a pair (P; f), where P is a
principal homogeneous space over A and f is a map from P to A subject to the
following conditions:

(i) f(xb) = f(x) + qb for x∈P, b∈A;
(ii) qas = sf(x) − f(x) with as de9ned by sx = xas, s∈G, x∈P.
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Two (G; q)-torsors (P; f) and (P′; f′) over a G-module A are said to be equivalent
if there is a bijection # :P → P′ such that # is compatible with the actions of G and
A, and f = f′#.

Denote by P(G; A;Z=q) the set of equivalence classes of (G; q)-torsors over A. One
can construct a natural sum on P(G; A;Z=q) given by (P; f) + (P′; f′) = (P′′; f′′),
where P′′ is a quotient of P×P′ by the relation (x; x′)=(xa; x′(−a)) for x∈P, x′ ∈P′,
a∈A, and f′′ = f + f′. Under this sum, P(G; A;Z=q) is an abelian group with zero
element (A;×q).

Theorem 2.9. For any G-module A there is a canonical isomorphism

P(G; A;Z=q) ∼= H 1(G; A;Z=q):

Proof. One has a natural homomorphism

� :P(G; A;Z=q) → H 1(G; A;Z=q)
de9ned as follows: given a (G; q)-torsor (P; f) take an element x∈P. Then the equality
sx=xas de9nes a derivation ’x :G → A given by ’x(s)=as. It is easily checked that the
pair (’x; f(x)) is a q-derivation (use the equality (ii) of De9nition 2.8). The element
[(’x; f(x))] does not depend on the element x∈P and therefore the map � given by
�[(P; f)] = [(’x; f(x))] is well de9ned (use the equality (i) of De9nition 2.8).

Conversely, if (’; a) is a q-derivation, de9ne a (G; q)-torsor (P; f) over A as follows:
take P=A and A acts on P by xa= x+ a for x∈P, a∈A. The group G acts on P by
sx = ’(s) + sx. The map f :P → A is given by f(x) = a+ qx.

It is easily checked that the pair (P; f) is a (G; q)-torsor over A, that one gets a
well-de9ned homomorphism

� :H 1(G; A;Z=q) → P(G; A;Z=q)
given by �([(’; a)]) = [(P; f)] and that �� and �� are identity maps.

To describe the group H 2(G; A;Z=q) in terms of extensions some de9nitions will be
introduced.

De�nition 2.10. Let G be a group and A a G-module. A pointed q-extension of G by
A is a triple (E; u; g) consisting of an extension E : 0 → A → B → G → 1 of G by A,
a section map u :G → B and a map g :G → A, such that

qv(x; y) = (#g)(x; y) = xg(y) − g(xy) + g(x)

for all x; y∈G, where v :G × G → A is the factorization system induced by the
section u.

The pointed q-extension (E; u; g) is said to be equivalent to the pointed q-extension
(E′; u′; g′) if there exists a morphism (1A; .; 1G) :E → E′ and an element a∈A such
that

g′(x) − g(x) = q(u′(x) − .u(x)) − xa+ a

for all x∈G.
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This binary relation ∼ is an equivalence. The proof is left to the reader.
Let us denote by E1(G; A;Z=q) the set of equivalence classes of pointed

q-extensions of the group G by the G-module A.

Theorem 2.11. Let G be a group and A a G-module. There is a natural bijection

E1(G; A;Z=q) !→H 2(G; A;Z=q):

Proof. De9ne a map ! by ![(E; u; g)] = [(v; g)] for [(E; u; g)]∈E1(G; A;Z=q), where
v :G × G → A is the factorization system induced by the section u.

Correctness: we have to show that if (E; u; g) ∼ (E′; u′; g′), then [(v; g)] = [(v′; g′)].
It is well-known [18] that

v′(x; y) − v(x; y) = xh(y) − h(xy) + h(x)

for all x∈G, where h(x) = u′(x) − .u(x). But there exists an element a∈A such
that g′(x) − g(x) = qh(x) − xa + a for all x∈G. It means that we have (v′; g′) −
(v; g)∈B2(G; A;Z=q).

Injectivity of !: Let [(E; u; g)]; [(E′; u′; g′)]∈E1(G; A;Z=q) and [(v; g)] = [(v′; g′)],
i.e. there exists h∈Set(G; A) and a∈A such that v′(x; y) − v(x; y) = (#h)(x; y) and
g′(x)− g(x) = qh(x)− xa+ a, for all x; y∈G. We can choose in the second extension
a section u′′ and a map g′′ in such a way that v′′ = v and g′′ = g. In eKect let
us de9ne, the section u′′(x) = u′(x) − h(x), for x∈G, and the map g′′ :G → A by
g′′(x) = g(x) − qh(x) + xa− a. It is easy to show that

(E′; u′; g′) ∼ (E′; u′′; g′′) ∼ (E; u; g)

implying [(E; u; g)] = [(E′; u′; g′)].
Surjectivity of !: Let (v; g)∈Z2(G; A;Z=q). We take the extension

E : 0 → A → B → G → 0

induced by the 2-cocycle v and the section u0(x) = (0; x). Then we get the equality
!([E; u0; g]) = [(v; g)].

Remark 2.12. If G is a group and A a G-module and satisfying the following condition:

for any map h :G → A; #(qh) = 0 ⇒ qh is cohomologically trivial; (6)

then the group H 2(G; A;Z=q) can be described in terms of pairs (E; g) consisting of a
map g :G → A and an extension E of G by A having a factorisation system v such
that qv = #g. The relation ∼ between such pairs will be similar requiring that the
sections u and u′ inducing the 2-cocycles v and v′, respectively, such that qv= #g and
qv′ = #g′ must satisfy the equality of the equivalence relation. Clearly, the condition
H 1(G; A) = 0 implies condition (6) and both conditions are equivalent to each other if
A is a q-divisible group.

Moreover, for any G-module A, it is possible to introduce a “Baer sum” on the set
E1(G; A;Z=q) making the map ! an isomorphism.
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Before de9ning q-extensions of groups we recall some properties about extensions
of groups induced by derivations [12].

Let G be a group and

E : 0 → A′ → A → A′′ → 0;

an exact sequence of G-modules. Given a derivation f :G → A′′, one gets an induced
extension f∗(E). If f is a principal derivation the induced extension splits. If two
derivations f1; f2 :G → A are equivalent the induced extensions f∗

1 (E) and f∗
2 (E) are

equivalent. Given two derivations f1; f2 :G → A the extension (f1 + f2)∗(E) is the
Baer sum of the extensions f∗

1 (E) and f∗
2 (E).

Let G be a group, A a G-module and f :G → A=q a derivation. We consider the
exact sequence 0 → qA → A c→A=q → 0 and call &∗(q) the induced extension of G by
qA.

Given an extension E : 0 → A → B → G → 1, we call qE the extension induced by
the q-multiplication from A to qA.

De�nition 2.13. Let G be a group and A a G-module. A q-extension of G by A is a
pair (E; f), where E is an extension of G by A and f :G → A=q a derivation, such
that the induced extensions qE and f∗(q) are equivalent. Two q-extensions (E; f) and
(E′; f′) are equivalent if the extensions E and E′ are equivalent and the derivations f
and f′ are equivalent.

Let Ext(G; A;Z=q) be the set of equivalence classes of q-extensions of G by A.
If (E; u; g) is a pointed q-extension then (E; c ◦ g) is a q-extension, since qv = #g
whence the extensions qE and (c ◦ g)∗(q) are equivalent. Furthermore, the map
(E; u; g) �→ (E; c ◦ g) sends two equivalent pointed q-extensions onto two equivalent
q-extensions. So it induces a map � :E1(G; A;Z=q) → Ext(G; A;Z=q).

Lemma 2.14. Let G be a group and A a G-module. The map � is surjective. Fur-
thermore, for any q-extension (E; f) of G by A with E : 0 → A → B → G → 1 there
exists a pair (u; g)∈Set(G; B) × Set(G; A) such that c ◦ g = f and qv = #g, where
v∈Z2(G; A) is induced by u.

Proof. The 9rst sentence is a consequence of the second. Let u∈Set(G; B) be a section
map of the morphism B → G and v1 ∈Z2(G; A) be given by

v1(x; y) = u1(x)u1(y)u1(xy)−1:

Let g :G → A=q such that f=c◦g then, as the extensions f∗(q) and qE are equivalent
there is a map h0 :G → qA such that #(g) = v1 + #(h0). Let h :G → A be such that
h0 = qh. Let u = u1h. There is a section map of B → G and the associated 2-cocycle
is v= v1 + #h.

The morphism � is not, generally, injective: Consider a q-extension (E; f) and two
pairs (u1; g1) and (u2; g2) as in Lemma 2.14, then we have u1 = u2 + h, g1 = g2 + h′

with h; h′ :G → A. Now we must have q#h= q#h′ but this does not imply h= h′; we
have only the condition q#(h− h′) = #(q(h− h′)) = 0.
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Note that a map k :G → A with q#k = 0 corresponds to the inclusion

Z1(G; qA) ,→ HomG(C1; qA) ,→ HomG(C1; A) ,→ HomG(C2 ⊕ C1; A):

Theorem 2.15. Let G be a group and A a G-module. The group Ext(G; A;Z=q) of
equivalence classes of q-extensions of G by A is isomorphic to the quotient H 2(G; A;
Z=q)=L, where L is the image of H 1(G; qA) induced by the composed map

Set(G; qA) ,→ Set(G; A) ,→ Set(G2; A) × Set(G; A);

where the @rst map is induced by the inclusion qA ,→ A.

Proof. The remark we made for two pointed q-extensions inducing the same extension
works as well for pointed q-extensions inducing equivalent q-extensions. Let (E; f) be
a q-extension of G by A. Let (E; u; g) be a pointed q-extension such that �([(E; u; g)])=
[(E; f)]. Let 4([(E; f)]) = (c′ ◦ !)([(E; u; f)]), where c′ :H 2(G; A;Z=q) →
H 2(G; A;Z=q)=L is the canonical map. By Remark 2.12 if (E′; f′) is equivalent to (E; f)
and (E′; u′; g′) such that �([(E′; u′; g′)]) = [(E′; g′)], we have (c′ ◦ !)([(E′; u′; g′)]) =
(c′ ◦ !)([(E; u; g)]). Then 4([(E; f)]) =4([(E′; f′)]) and the map 4 is well de9ned.
Furthermore it is surjective, since (c′ ◦ !) is surjective.

Now suppose 4([(E; f)]) = 0. There is a q-extension (E; u; g) such that
!([(E; u; g)])∈L, that is !([(E; u; g)]) = [(v; g′)] with v = 0 and q#g′ = 0. So the
q-extension (E; f) is equivalent to (E′; 0), where E′ is the trivial extension.

3. Mod q cohomology of groups as cotriple cohomology

In this section, the mod q cohomology of groups will be described as cotriple coho-
mology.

Let GrA denote, for a 9xed abelian group A, the category whose objects are all
groups G together with an action of G on A and morphisms are group homomorphisms
� :G → G′ preserving the actions, namely ga= �(g)a for a∈A, g∈G.

Let F :GrA → GrA be the endofunctor de9ned as follows: for an object G of GrA,
let F(G) denote the free group on the underlying set of G with an action: |g1|�1 ···|gs|�s a=
g
�1
1 (: : : (g

�s
s a) : : :), where a∈A, |g1|�1 · · · |gs|�s ∈F(G) and �i = ±1; for a morphism

� :G → G′ of GrA, let F(�) be the canonical homomorphism from F(G) to F(G′) in-
duced by �. Let 6 :F → 1GrA be the obvious natural transformation and let # :F → F2

be the natural transformation induced for every G ∈ obGrA by the injection G → F(G).
We obtain a cotriple F = (F; 6; #) on the category GrA. Let us consider the cotriple
resolution F∗(G)

6G→G of an object G of the category GrA, where

F∗(G) ≡ · · ·
→
...

→
Fn(G)

dn0
→
...

→
dnn

· · ·

d2
0

→
→
→
d2
2

F1(G)

d1
0

→
→
d1
1

F0(G);

Fn(G) = Fn+1(G) = F(Fn(G)), dni = Fi6Fn−i, sni = Fi#Fn−i, 06 i6 n.
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Let T :GrA → AbGr be a contravariant functor to the category of abelian groups.
Applying T dimension-wise to the simplicial group F∗(G) yields an abelian cosimpli-
cial group TF∗(G). Then the nth cohomology group of the abelian cosimplicial group
TF∗(G) is called the nth right derived functor RnFT of the functor T with respect to
the cotriple F.

It is well known that the right derived functors of the contravariant functor of
derivations Der(−; A) = Z1(−; A) :GrA → AbGr with respect to the cotriple F are
isomorphic, up to dimension shift, to the group cohomology functors H∗(−; A) [2].
Similar assertion is not true for mod q cohomology of groups, i.e. the cotriple derived
functor RnFZ

1(−; A;Z=q) of the contravariant functor of q-derivations Der(−; A;Z=q)=
Z1(−; A;Z=q) :GrA → AbGr is not isomorphic to the mod q group cohomology functor
Hn+1(−; A;Z=q) for some n¿ 1. In eKect, if G is a free group acting on A, then
R1
FZ

1(G; A;Z=q) = 0, while, using Proposition 1.2, H 2(G; A;Z=q) is isomorphic to
H 1(G; A)=q.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group and A a G-module. Then there are natural isomor-
phisms

R0
FZ

k(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Zk(G; A;Z=q);

RnFZ
k(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Hn+k(G; A;Z=q)

for k ¿ 1 and n¿ 0.

Proof. The augmented simplicial group 6G :F∗(G) → G is simplicially exact and there-
fore is left (right) contractible as an augmented simplicial set. Since

Dk(L; A;Z=q) = Set(Lk ; A) ⊕ Set(Lk−1; A)

for any group L acting on A, the abelian cochain complex

0 →Dk(G; A;Z=q) → Dk(F0(G); A;Z=q) → Dk(F1(G); A;Z=q)

→Dk(F2(G); A;Z=q) → · · · → Dk(Fn(G); A;Z=q) → · · · (7)

becomes exact for k¿ 0, implying R0
FD

k(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Dk(G; A;Z=q) and
RnFD

k(G; A;Z=q) = 0, n¿ 0.
For any k¿ 0 the short exact sequence of abelian cochain complexes

0 → Zk(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Dk(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Bk+1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → 0 (8)

induces a long exact sequence of cotriple derived functors

0 → R0
FZ

k(G; A;Z=q) → R0
FD

k(G; A;Z=q) → R0
FB

k+1(G; A;Z=q)

→ R1
FZ

k(G; A;Z=q) → R1
FD

k(G; A;Z=q) → · · · :
The injection R0

FB
k+1(G; A;Z=q) ,→ R0

FD
k+1(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Dk+1(G; A;Z=q) yields the

exact sequence

0 → R0
FZ

k(G; A;Z=q) → Dk(G; A;Z=q) → Dk+1(G; A;Z=q);
showing that R0

FZ
k(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Zk(G; A;Z=q).
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It is easily checked that any short exact sequence of G-modules

0 → A1 → A → A2 → 0

induces a long exact cohomology sequence

0 → Zk(G; A1;Z=q) → Zk(G; A;Z=q) → Zk(G; A2;Z=q) → Hk+1(G; A1;Z=q)

→Hk+1(G; A;Z=q) → Hk+1(G; A2;Z=q) → Hk+2(G; A1;Z=q) → · · · :
It follows that for G a free group the sequence

0 → Zk(G; A1;Z=q) → Zk(G; A;Z=q) → Zk(G; A2;Z=q) → 0

is exact for k ¿ 1, since in this case Hk+1(G; A;Z=q) = 0. Hence for k ¿ 1 there is a
long exact sequence of cotriple right derived functors

0 → Zk(G; A1;Z=q) → Zk(G; A;Z=q) → Zk(G; A2;Z=q) → R1
FZ

k(G; A1;Z=q)

→ R1
FZ

k(G; A;Z=q) → R1
FZ

k(G; A2;Z=q) → R2
FZ

k(G; A1;Z=q) → · · · :
Now it will be shown that RnFZ

k(G; A;Z=q) = 0 for k¿ 1 and n¿ 0, if A is an
injective G-module.

The following complex of abelian cosimplicial groups

0 →D0(F∗(G); A;Z=q) #̃0∗→D1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) #̃1∗→D2(F∗(G); A;Z=q)

#̃2∗→D3(F∗(G); A;Z=q) #̃3∗→ · · · #̃
k−1∗→ Dk(F∗(G); A;Z=q) #̃k∗→ · · · (9)

is exact at the terms Dk(F∗(G); A;Z=q), k¿ 3, since Hk(F∗(G); A;Z=q)=0, k¿ 3, by
the universal coeCcient formula (Proposition 2.2).

It is easy to show that any injective G-module is a q-divisible group and the proof
is similar to the case of injective abelian groups.

Since Fn(G); n¿ 0, is a free group, the group Z1(Fn(G); A) of 1-cocycles is isomor-
phic to a direct product

∏
i∈J Ai of copies Ai=A, where the set J is a basis of Fn(G).

Hence, if A is injective, then Z1(Fn(G); A), n¿ 0, is q-divisible, thus H 1(Fn(G); A),
n¿ 0, is also q-divisible. Therefore for an injective G-module A the short exact se-
quence of abelian cosimplicial groups

0 → Tor(H 1(F∗(G); A);Z=q) → H 1(F∗(G); A)
×q→H 1(F∗(G); A) → 0

together with the well-known isomorphism RnFH
1(G; A) ∼= Hn+1(G; A), n¿ 0, imply

the equality RnF Tor(H 1(G; A);Z=q) = 0, n¿ 0.
The universal coeCcient formula yields a short exact sequence of abelian cosimplicial

groups

0 → H 0(F∗(G); A) ⊗ Z=q → H 1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Tor(H 1(F∗(G); A);Z=q) → 0;

implying the isomorphism RnFH
1(G; A;Z=q) ∼= RnF Tor(H 1(G; A);Z=q), n¿ 0. By (8)

and the following short exact sequence of abelian cosimplicial groups:

0 → B1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Z1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → H 1(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → 0;
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it is easily seen that RnFZ
1(G; A;Z=q) ∼= RnFH

1(G; A;Z=q), n¿ 0. Hence, for an injec-
tive G-module A we deduce that RnFZ

1(G; A;Z=q)= 0, n¿ 0, and using again (8) one
gets RnFB

2(G; A;Z=q) = 0, n¿ 0.
Let us consider the short exact sequence of abelian cosimplicial groups

0 → H 1(F∗(G); A) ⊗ Z=q → H 2(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Tor(H 2(F∗(G); A);Z=q) → 0

induced by the universal coeCcient formula, which for an injective G-module A, implies
that H 2(Fn(G); A;Z=q) ∼= Tor(H 2(Fn(G); A);Z=q) = 0 for all n¿ 0.

We also have the following short exact sequence of abelian cosimplicial groups

0 → B2(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → Z2(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → H 2(F∗(G); A;Z=q) → 0:

Finally, this implies that RnFZ
2(G; A;Z=q) = 0, n¿ 0, if A is an injective G-module.

Now by induction on k, using (7) and (9), one can easily prove that
RnFZ

k(G; A;Z=q) = 0, n¿ 0, for an injective G-module A and k¿ 3.
Clearly, by the universal coeCcient formula, one has Hn(G; A;Z=q) = 0, n¿ 2, if A

is an injective G-module.
Thus, we have shown that two sequences of functors

(1) Zk(G;−;Z=q), Hk+1(G;−;Z=q), Hk+2(G;−;Z=q); : : : ;
(2) Zk(G;−;Z=q), R1

FZ
k(G;−;Z=q), R2

FZ
k(G;−;Z=q); : : :

satisfy the following axioms for a connected sequence of additive functors {Tn; � n;
n¿ 0} from the category of G-modules to the category of abelian groups:

(i) T0(−) = Zk(G;−;Z=q);
(ii) for any short exact sequence of G-modules 0 → A1 → A → A2 → 0 there is a

long exact sequence of abelian groups

0 → T0(A1) → T0(A) → T0(A2)
�0→T1(A1) → · · ·

� n−1

→ Tn(A1) → Tn(A) → Tn(A2)
�n→Tn+1(A1) → · · · ;

(iii) if A is an injective G-module, then Tn(A) = 0 for all n¿ 1.

In particular, Theorem 3.1 allows us to describe the mod q cohomology groups
Hn(G; A;Z=q), n¿ 3, in terms of the non-abelian derived functors of the functor
Z2(−; A;Z=q).

Remark 3.2. The assertion similar to Theorem 3.1 has been proved in [15] for the
classical (co)homology of groups and associative algebras. Moreover, one can obtain
a similar result for mod q homology of groups [16].

4. Vogel cohomology of groups

In this section, we recall the de9nition of Vogel cohomology and give the proof,
due to Vogel [26], that it is a generalisation of Tate–Farrell cohomology.
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Recall from Example 1.8 the Hom complex Hom(C∗; K∗)∗ in the category DR.
Given C∗ and K∗ in DR the bounded Hom complex Homb(C∗; K∗)∗ is the subcomplex
of Hom(C∗; K∗)∗ given by

Homb(C∗; K∗)n =
⊕
i∈Z

HomR(Ci; Ki+n):

For completeness, we recall also the tensor product complex (C∗ ⊗ K∗)∗ of two com-
plexes C∗ and K∗ of R-modules (see any book on algebraic homology):

(C∗ ⊗ K∗)n =
⊕
i∈Z

Ci ⊗R Kn−i

with the diKerential O given by

O(x ⊗ y) = dx ⊗ y + (−1)ix ⊗ dy; x∈Ci; y∈Kn−i :

Proposition 4.1. Let Ci, i∈Z be a @nitely generated R-module. Then there is an
isomorphism of complexes

Homb(C∗; K∗)∗ ∼=Hom(C∗; R)∗ ⊗ K∗:

Proof. It is easy to check that for a 9nitely generated projective R-module Ci there is
an isomorphism

HomR(Ci; Ki+n) ∼= HomR(Ci; R) ⊗R Ki+n:

Then we have

Homb(C∗; K∗)n =
⊕
i∈Z

HomR(Ci; Ki+n) ∼=
⊕
i∈Z

(HomR(Ci; R) ⊗R Ki+n)

=
⊕
i∈Z

(HomR(C−i ; R) ⊗R Kn−i) = (Homb(C∗; R)∗ ⊗ K∗)n:

Let K∗ ∈DR. Our second example of a functor � (see Section 1) associates to
C∗ ∈DR the quotient complex

[Hom(C∗; K∗)∗ =Hom(C∗; K∗)∗=Homb(C∗; K∗)∗:

Then the �-cohomology of this complex is written

Ĥ n(C∗; K∗) := Hn
�(C∗) = H−n( [Hom(C∗; K∗)∗):

These cohomology groups have the expected property:

Lemma 4.2. Let C∗; K∗ ∈DR. Then the cohomology groups Ĥ n(C∗; K∗) depend only
on the homotopy classes of C∗ and K∗.

This lemma allows the following

De�nition 4.3. Let A and A′ be two R-modules. Let L∗ be a projective resolution of
A and L′

∗ a projective resolution of A′. Then we set

Êxt
n
R(A; A

′) := Ĥ n(L∗; L′
∗):
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Proposition 4.4. Let K∗ ∈DR and 0 → C′
∗ → C∗ → C′′

∗ → 0 be an exact sequence in
DR. Then we have two long exact sequences

· · · → Ĥ n−1(C′
∗; K∗) → Ĥ n(C′′

∗ ; K∗) → Ĥ n(C∗; K∗)

→ Ĥ n(C′
∗; K∗) → Ĥ n+1(C′′

∗ ; K∗) → · · ·

and

· · · → Ĥ n−1(K∗; C′′
∗ ) → Ĥ n(K∗; C′

∗) → Ĥ n(K∗; C∗)

→ Ĥ n(K∗; C′′
∗ ) → Ĥ n+1(K∗; C′

∗) → · · · :

Proof. The short exact sequence of complexes

0 → Hom(C′′
∗ ; K∗)∗ → Hom(C∗; K∗)∗ → Hom(C′

∗; K∗)∗ → 0

restricts to an exact sequence

0 → Homb(C′′
∗ ; K∗)∗ → Homb(C∗; K∗)∗ → Homb(C′

∗; K∗)∗ → 0:

By diagram chasing these two exact sequences induce a third one

0 → [Hom(C′′
∗ ; K∗)∗ → [Hom(C∗; K∗)∗ → [Hom(C′

∗; K∗)∗ → 0

implying the 9rst long exact sequence. The second long exact sequence is obtained in
the same way.

Corollary 4.5. Let M be an R-module and 0 → A′ → A → A′′ → 0 an exact sequence
of R-modules. Then we have two long exact sequences

· · · → Êxt
n−1

(A′; M) → Êxt
n
(A′′; M) → Êxt

n
(A;M) → Êxt

n
(A′; M) → · · ·

and

· · · → Êxt
n−1

(M;A′′) → Êxt
n
(M;A′) → Êxt

n
(M;A) → Êxt

n
(M;A′′) → · · · :

Vogel’s Ext functors have applications outside group theory [19,27], but, to keep
to our subject, we just relate them, when R is a group ring, with Farrell cohomology
theory (see [10] or e.g. [4]). From now on the ring R is Z[G] with G a group and we
give the de9nition of Vogel cohomology of groups.

De�nition 4.6. Let G be a group and A a G-module. Then Vogel cohomology groups
are given, for n∈Z, by

Ĥ n(G; A) := Êxt
n
G(Z; A):
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Before giving the proof, due to Vogel, that his cohomology theory is a generalisation
of Farrell cohomology we recall the de9nition of Farrell cohomology [10].

De�nition 4.7. A complete resolution for a group G is a pair (F∗; F ′′
∗ ) of complexes

of G-modules such that

(i) F∗ is acyclic,
(ii) F ′′

∗ is a resolution of the G-module Z,
(iii) F∗ and F ′′

∗ coincide in higher dimensions.

In the sequel, we will always suppose a complete resolution to be projective, i.e.
F∗ and F ′′

∗ are complexes of projective G-modules. We shall say that a group G
satis9es condition (CR) if there exists a complete resolution (F∗; F ′′

∗ ) for G, if such a
complete resolution is unique up to homotopy and if there exists a surjective morphism
F∗ → F ′′

∗ which is the identity in higher dimensions. We shall say that G satis9es
condition (CRf) if, furthermore, there exists a complete resolution with each Fi and
F ′′
i 9nitely generated, i∈Z.

Remark 4.8. The existence of the morphism F∗ → F ′′
∗ is a consequence of the con-

struction of the complete resolution [4, Proposition X 2.3]. Furthermore, this morphism
can be made surjective by a change of F∗.

De�nition 4.9. Let G be a group satisfying condition (CR), A a G-module and (F∗; F ′′
∗ )

a complete resolution for G. Then Farrell cohomology groups with coeCcients in A
are the groups Ĥ n

Fa(G; A) = Hn(F∗; A).

Tate cohomology is Farrell cohomology for 9nite groups. Tate 9rst build complete
resolutions in this case by splicing a resolution and a coresolution [4]. Then Farrell
checked the condition (CR) for groups with 9nite virtual cohomological dimension
(vcd) [10]. Finally, Ikenaga introducing a generalised cohomological dimension proved
that condition (CR) is valid for a wider class of groups [13].

Theorem 4.10 (Vogel [26]). Let G be a group satisfying condition (CRf). We sup-
pose that, given an acyclic projective complex F∗, the complex Hom(F∗;Z[G])∗
is acyclic. Then the Farrell cohomology of G and the Vogel cohomology of G
coincide.

Proof. Let A be a G-module and L∗ a projective G-resolution of A. By condition
(CRf) there exists a complete projective resolution (F∗; F ′′

∗ ) for G with each Fi and
F ′′
i 9nitely generated, i∈Z.
Let F ′

∗ be the kernel of the canonical epimorphism F∗ → F ′′
∗ . We have an exact

sequence of complexes 0 → F ′
∗ → F∗ → F ′′

∗ → 0, thus an exact sequence

0 → [Hom(F ′′
∗ ; L∗)∗ → [Hom(F∗; L∗)∗ → [Hom(F ′

∗; L∗)∗ → 0: (10)
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As L∗ is bounded beneath and F ′
∗ is bounded overhead we have

Hom(F ′
∗; L∗)n =

∏
i∈Z

HomG(F ′
i ; Ln+i) =

⊕
i∈Z

HomG(F ′
i ; Ln+i) =Homb(F ′

∗; L∗)n:

Thus, Hom(F ′
∗; L∗)∗ =Homb(F ′

∗; L∗)∗ and [Hom(F ′
∗; L∗)∗ =0. Sequence (10) gives an

isomorphism [Hom(F ′′
∗ ; L∗)∗ ∼= [Hom(F∗; L∗)∗.

As the complex Hom(F∗;Z[G])∗ is acyclic the complex Hom(F∗;Z[G])∗ ⊗ L∗ is
acyclic and, by Proposition 4.1, Homb(F∗; L∗)∗ is acyclic too. Thus, the canonical mor-
phism Hom(F∗; L∗)∗ → [Hom(F ′′

∗ ; L∗)∗ is an homology equivalence. The complexes
Hom(F∗; L∗)∗ and Hom(F∗; A[0])∗, where A is in degree 0, are homotopy equivalent,
since L∗ is a resolution of A, see Example 1.8. Finally, the complexes [Hom(F ′′

∗ ; L∗)∗
and Hom(F∗; A[0])∗ have the same homology, that is Vogel and Farrell cohomology
coincide.

Remark 4.11. Let (K∗; K ′′
∗ ) be an other complete projective resolution for G. Plainly,

as, by condition (CR), the complexes F∗ and K∗ are homotopy equivalent the com-
plexes Homb(F∗; L∗)∗ and Homb(K∗; L∗)∗ are equivalent. Whence Homb(K∗; L∗)∗ is
acyclic even if the groups Ki are not 9nitely generated.

Finite groups G satisfy condition (CRf) and, given an acyclic projective complex
F∗, the complex Hom(F∗;Z[G])∗ is acyclic [4]. Thus, we have

Corollary 4.12. For a @nite group G Tate and Vogel cohomology of G coincide.

Condition (CR) is true for a group G with vcd(G) 9nite but condition (CRf) is not
always true. Nevertheless, Remark 4.11 allows to extend the corollary in this case.

Corollary 4.13. Let G be a group satisfying condition (CR). We suppose that, for
any G-module A, Ĥ n

Fa(G; A) = 0 if, for any @nite subgroup H of G, Ĥ n
Fa(H; A) = 0.

Then Farrell and Vogel cohomology of G coincide.

Proof. Let (F∗; F ′′
∗ ) be a complete resolution for G. It is as well a complete resolution

for any (9nite) subgroup H and a complex L∗ of projective G-modules is a complex of
projective H -modules. By de9nition Ĥ n

Fa(G; A)=0 (resp Ĥ n
Fa(H; A)=0) means that the

complex HomG(C∗; A)∗ (resp HomH (C∗; A)∗) is acyclic. Either by hand calculation or
by use of a spectral sequence associated to the bicomplex HomG(Ci; L′

j) we see that,
for any bounded G-complex L′

∗, the complex Hom(C∗; L′
∗)∗ is acyclic if and only if,

for each i∈Z, the complex Hom(C∗; L′
i)∗ is acyclic. Thus the hypothesis is equivalent

to the same hypothesis where the G-module A is replaced by a bounded complex.
Let A be a G-module and L∗ a projective G-resolution of A. Then, for any subgroup

H of G and bounded subcomplex L′
∗ ∈DR of L∗ the complex HomH (F∗; L′

∗) is acyclic
by Proposition 4.1, the proof of Theorem 4.10 and Remark 4.11.Thus, the complex
HomG(F∗; L′

∗) is acyclic. Whence, as a colimit, the complex Hom(F∗; L∗) is acyclic
and we apply the end of the proof of Theorem 4.10.
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The hypothesis in Corollary 4.13 is true for groups with 9nite vcd [4, Lemma X5.1].
It does not work for all groups considered by Ikenaga but he exhibited among them
a large class of groups, called C∞, containing the class of groups with 9nite vcd but
larger and for which this hypothesis is true, see [13] for details. Thus we have

Corollary 4.14. If the group G belongs to the class C∞ of Ikenaga, in particular if
G has a @nite vcd, Farrell and Vogel cohomology of G coincide.

Remark 4.15. (i) Vogel introduced also a cohomology theory in which he replaces
the complex Homb(C∗; K∗)∗ by the subcomplex Homf(C∗; K∗)∗ of morphisms which
factor through bounded complexes of 9nitely generated projective R-modules. This
gives the same theory for a 9nite group but not in general.

(ii) Proposition 4.1 is still valid if, instead of Ci 9nitely generated, we suppose the
Ki; i∈Z, 9nitely generated. Hence, if the G-module A admits a projective resolu-
tion by 9nitely generated projective G-modules, Vogel and Ikenaga cohomology with
coeCcients in A coincide if G satis9es condition (CR).

5. Mod q Vogel cohomology of groups

In this section, we extend Vogel’s de9nition to get mod q cohomology. Then we
investigate its properties among which we generalise some classical properties of Tate–
Farrell cohomology.

Lemmas 1.7 and 4.2 allow the following

De�nition 5.1. Let G be a group, q a and A a G-module. Let L∗ (resp K∗) a projective
G-resolution of Z (resp A). Then mod q Vogel cohomology groups are given by

Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) := H−n+1( [Hom(L∗; K∗)∗;Z=q):

Now, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.9 the mapping cones of L∗ and of
[Hom(L∗; K∗)∗ are related.

Lemma 5.2. Let C∗; K∗ ∈DR. For all n∈Z we have a canonical isomorphism

[Hom(Mc(C∗; q)∗; K∗)n ∼= Mc( [Hom(C∗; K∗)∗; q)n+1:

Hence we have the following

Proposition 5.3. Let G be a group and A a G-module. Then, for all n∈Z, we have
an isomorphism

Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) = Êxt
n
G(Z=q; A):
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Proof. If L∗ is a projective G-resolution of Z we claim Mc(L∗; q)∗ is a projective
G-resolution of Z=q. It is always true but for our purpose it is enough to consider the
standard bar resolution see Section 2. Whence Lemma 5.2 gives the result.

Remark 5.4. The Farrell mod q cohomology of a group of 9nite virtual cohomological
dimension can be de9ned in the same way Farrell de9ned his cohomology by taking
a complete resolution of Z=q instead of Z. For instance, the pair of mapping cones
(Mc(F∗; q)∗;Mc(F ′′

∗ ; q)∗), where (F∗; F ′′
∗ ) is a complete resolution of Z, is a complete

resolution of Z=q. Then the proofs of Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.13 work to show
that Farrell mod q cohomology coincides with Vogel mod q cohomology.

In this context Corollary 1.3 becomes

Proposition 5.5 (Universal CoeCcient Formula). Let G be a group and A a G-module.
Then, for all n∈Z, there is a short exact sequence of abelian groups

0 → Ĥ n−1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q → Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) → Tor(Ĥ n(G; A);Z=q) → 0:

Corollary 5.6. Let G be a group with vcd(G)¡∞ and A a G-module. Then the
canonical map Hn(G; A;Z=q) → Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) induces an isomorphism for
n¿ vcd(G) + 2 and a surjection for n= vcd(G) + 1.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram of groups:

0 −→ Hn−1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q −→ Hn(G; A;Z=q) −→ Tor(Hn(G; A);Z=q) −→ 0
↓ ↓ ↓

0 −→ Ĥ n−1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q −→ Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) −→ Tor(Ĥ n(G; A);Z=q) −→ 0

with exact rows; the vertical homomorphisms are the canonical maps. By K.S. Brown
[4] the 9rst vertical map is surjective and the third vertical map is an isomorphism
for n − 1¿ vcd(G); furthermore, the 9rst vertical map is an isomorphism still for
n− 1¿ vcd(G). Whence the result by the 9ve lemma.

Corollary 5.7. Let G be a @nite group and A a G-module. Then

Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) = Hn(G; A;Z=q); n¿ 2;

Ĥ−n(G; A;Z=q) = Hn(G; A;Z=q); n¿ 2;

furthermore the groups Ĥ−1(G; A;Z=q), Ĥ 0(G; A;Z=q) and Ĥ 1(G; A;Z=q) are new and
enter into short exact sequences

0 → H1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q → Ĥ−1(G; A;Z=q) → Tor(Ĥ−1(G; A);Z=q) → 0;

0 → Ĥ−1(G; A) ⊗ Z=q → Ĥ 0(G; A;Z=q) → Tor(Ĥ 0(G; A);Z=q) → 0;

0 → Ĥ 0(G; A) ⊗ Z=q → Ĥ 1(G; A;Z=q) → Tor(H 1(G; A);Z=q) → 0:
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Using again the universal coeCcient formula for a group G of order k, we see that,
for n∈Z and x∈ Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) we have k2x = 0. Whence the groups Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q)
are 9nite when G is 9nite and A is a 9nitely generated G-module.

It is easy to check that Shapiro’s lemma holds for mod q Vogel cohomology of
groups which states that, if H is a subgroup of 9nite index in a group G and A is an
H -module, one has an isomorphism

Ĥ∗(H; A;Z=q) ∼= Ĥ∗(G;Z[G] ⊗Z[H ] A;Z=q):

The proof is similar to the case of Vogel homology [11, Lemma 4.4].
We have a cup product, actually a composition product [4], on Vogel cohomology

Ĥ∗(G;−) [11]. For vcd(G)¡∞, a fortiori for G 9nite, we recover the usual cup
product. We shall extend this cup product to mod q cohomology for groups with 9nite
virtual cohomology dimensions.

A group G is said to have periodic cohomology if there exists an integer d �= 0
such that, for any n∈Z, the functors Ĥ n(G;−) and Ĥ n+d(G;−) are isomorphic. In
case vcd(G)6∞ it is equivalent to the existence of an element u∈ Ĥ d(G;Z) which
is invertible in the ring Ĥ∗(G;Z). Then [4] the cup product with u gives, for any n∈Z
and any G-module A, a periodicity isomorphism

u ∪ − : Ĥ n(G; A) ∼= Ĥ n+d(G; A):

Note that, at least for vcd(G)¡∞, if G has periodic cohomology, the period d is
even.

Theorem 5.8. Let G be a @nite group, L∗ a complete resolution of Z for G, A and
B two G-modules. Then

(i) the cochain product ∪ of Tate cohomology induces a cup product

Ĥp(G; A) ⊗ Ĥ n(G; B;Z=q) ∪→ Ĥp+n(G; A⊗ B;Z=q)

given by

f · (g; h) = (f · g; (−1)pf · h);
where f∈HomG(L∗; A)p and (g; h)∈HomG(Mc(L∗; q)∗; B)n;

(ii) for G with periodic cohomology of period d the cup product with u∈ Ĥ d(G;Z)
induces an isomorphism

Ĥ n(G; B;Z=q) ∼= Ĥ n+d(G; B;Z=q)

for all n∈Z and any G-module B.

Proof. (i) It is easily checked that one has the equality

#(f(g; h)) = #f · (g; h) + (−1)pf · #(g; h)
implying the correctness of the cup product.

(ii) To prove the periodicity the de9ning properties of the Tate cohomology cup
product are used [1, Theorem 7.1]. One gets the following commutative diagram
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of groups:

· · · ×q−→ Ĥ n−1(G; B) −→ Ĥ n(G; B;Z=q) −→ Ĥ n(G; B) ×q−→ · · ·�
�

�
· · · ×q−→ Ĥ n−1+d(G; B) −→ Ĥ n+d(G; B;Z=q) −→ Ĥ n+d(G; B) ×q−→ · · ·

with exact rows and the vertical homomorphisms are induced by the cup product given
in (i). Since the periodicity holds for the Tate cohomology [1,4], it remains to apply
the 9ve lemma.

Remark 5.9. By the same way the periodicity theorem can be proved for groups with
vcdG¡∞ having periodic cohomology.

Notice too that there is a cup product action of Tate cohomology on the right:

Ĥ n(G; B;Z=q) ⊗ Ĥp(G; A) ∪→ Ĥ n+p(G; B ⊗ A;Z=q)

given by (g; h) · f = (g · f; h · f). In this case

#((g; h) · f) = #(g; h) · f + (−1)n(g; h) · #f;

where (g; h)∈HomG(Mc(L∗; q)∗; B)n, f∈HomG(L∗; B)p, and the mod q Tate cohomol-
ogy Ĥ∗(G; B;Z=q) becomes an Ĥ∗(G;Z)-bimodule for any G-module B.

From Theorem 5.8, we deduce that one has periodicity of the mod q Tate cohomology
for 9nite cyclic groups having periodic cohomology of period 2 and for 9nite subgroups
of the multiplicative group of the quaternion algebra having periodic cohomology of
period 4. Moreover one has

Corollary 5.10. Let Cm be the cyclic group of order m, t a generator of Cm. Then
for any Cm-module A one gets

Ĥ 2n(Cm; A;Z=q) = {(a; a′) |Na+ qa′ = 0; ta′ = a′}=D̃(A⊕ A); n∈Z;
Ĥ 2n+1(Cm; A;Z=q) = {(a; a′) |Da+ qa′ = 0; Na′ = 0}=Ñ (A⊕ A); n∈Z

with N = 1 + t + · · · + tm−1, D = t − 1∈Z[G] and where the homomorphisms
D̃ :A ⊕ A → A ⊕ A and Ñ :A ⊕ A → A ⊕ A are de@ned by D̃(a; a′) = (Da + qa′;
−Na′) and Ñ (a; a′) = (Na+ qa′;−Da′).

Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.8(ii) and [16, Proposition 3.10].

Remark 5.11. The question of periodic cohomology for a wider class of groups has
been considered in classical cohomology in the context of “periodicity after k steps”
[23,24].
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Theorem 5.12. Let G be a p-group whose order |G|=pm divides q and A a G-module.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) = 0 for some n∈Z.
(ii) A is cohomologically trivial.

If in addition A is p-torsion-free, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to

(iii) A=pA is free over (Z=p)[G].

Proof. First suppose that A is p-torsion-free. According to [1, Theorem 9.2] it suCces
to show the equivalence of the following two conditions:

(i) Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) = 0 for some n∈Z.
(iv) Ĥ n(G; A) = 0 for two consecutive integers n.

(iv) ⇒ (i) if Ĥ n(G; A) = Ĥ n+1(G; A) = 0, then by Theorem 5.5 Ĥ n+1(G; A;Z=q) = 0.
(i) ⇒ (iv) if Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) = 0, the homomorphism Ĥ n−1(G; A) ×q→ Ĥ n−1(G; A) is

surjective and the homomorphism Ĥ n(G; A) ×q→ Ĥ n(G; A) is injective. Thus, for
x∈ Ĥ n−1(G; A) there is an element y∈ Ĥ n−1(G; A) with qy = x. On the other hand,
one has pmy=0 whence qy=0. If x∈ Ĥ n(G; A), the equality pmx=0 implies qx=0
and therefore x = 0.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) for any G-module A is reduced to the previous case
by use of dimension-shifting. Take a short exact sequence of G-modules

0 → A′ → F → A → 0

with F free over Z[G]. Then one has the isomorphisms

Ĥ n(G; A) ∼= Ĥ n+1(G; A′) and Ĥ n(G; A;Z=q) ∼= Ĥ n+1(G; A′;Z=q)

for all n∈Z with A′ torsion-free.

We end with a last example of extension of a classical property to Vogel cohomol-
ogy.

Proposition 5.13. Let G be a group and A a projective G-module. Then

Ĥ∗(G; A;Z=q) = 0:

Proof. We take L0 = A and Ln = 0 for n �= 0 as a projective resolution of A.
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